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INTRODUCTION
Today's world rejects the concept of absolute security and applies the category of acceptable risk. Its essence implies the achievement of the level of security accepted by the society during a certain period of time. From this point of view, the category of "financial risk" is an uncertainty that requires the assessment of systemic factors affecting financial activity in economic conditions. Sources and factors of financial risks are so wide that it is ineffective to think about a universal single method of their assessment. In this process, mutually "contradictory" factors systematically cause: on the one hand, an increase in the level of uncertainty, and on the other hand, opportunities for effective risk management. [1].

When choosing a risk management method, it is appropriate to calculate the maximum loss rate due to the occurrence of this event, compare it with the amount of capital exposed to this type of risk, and then compare the total losses with the amount of one's own financial resources. Accordingly, the main task of risk management is to identify and choose ways to minimize risk by analyzing and evaluating it.

The category "Financial risk" is multifaceted and essentially has a broad meaning. In addition, the concentration of financial risks [2], in turn, the "boomerang effect" that does not take into account the economic and national borders, manifested in the
universalization of risks [3] causes. Today, the risks are likely to be a combination of inertia and innovation characteristics, as well as a concentration of factors showing a growing tradition in the economic process.

Today, financial risk assessment is based on the following conceptual approaches, i.e. (Figure 1):
- situational approach (identification and assessment of losses caused by incidents);
- process approach (using multi-form, i.e. variability indicators);
- scenario approach (using analysis of pessimistic, realistic and optimistic scenarios);
- it can be mentioned that it is based on a comprehensive approach (the concept of expected utility).

These approaches are used in creating a risk management system and assessing financial risks.

Estimating the level of financial risks is a complex step in the risk management system that requires the use of modern methodical instruments. It should be noted that financial risk is used in calculations based on probability, in the process of assessing uncertainty and determining the level of risk.
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**Figure 1. Conceptual approaches to financial risk assessment [4]**

At the first stage, the most likely event is determined for each expected financial risk. At the same stage, the financial risks of the organization are grouped.

In the second stage, the amount of damage likely to be caused by the event is determined when the risk occurs. This amount of loss describes the maximum loss that is likely to occur from a financial transaction or a specific type of financial activity, without taking into account measures to eliminate the consequences of risk.

The analysis of theoretical and practical developments and statistical data carried out within the topic, the author's approach aimed at determining the necessary level of profitability of financial operations taking into account risk factors, in particular, the interdependence of indicators in the course of the activity of an insurance organization, served as the basis for the formulation of the following suggestions regarding the assessment of the level of financial risk: биринычдан, in order to assess the financial risk, it is necessary to choose and apply effective methods of risk analysis and determination of factors to reduce its consequences, depending on the probability of any specific activity (operation);

secondly, it is required to calculate the maximum allowable loss for each type of risk, compare it with the amount of available resources, the total amount of own funds. It
is with the implementation of this activity that an appropriate decision can be made regarding the acceptability of accepting a certain risk;

thirdly, in the section of some insurance organizations of Uzbekistan, the mutual differentiation of the assessment carried out on the basis of the calculation and analysis of risk indicators, the application of the coefficient of variation in this process is the following:

- appropriate level of financial risk;
- the average amount of income from financial transactions;
- level of fluctuation (dispersion) in relation to the average value of the studied indicator;
- sum of average square (standard) deviation of individual financial risk level;
- allows to determine the expected average income indicators from financial operations in general;

fourthly, it is an important indicator that the choice of the method of risk minimization in practice is based on the fact that the costs of implementing this policy do not exceed the amount of benefits resulting from its application. However, in practice, it is difficult to fulfill this condition. Therefore, it is often necessary to determine the minimum costs for the implementation of measures to reduce the risk to an acceptable value;

fifth, by applying the expert assessment method to determine and assess the level of financial risk, a complex of logical, mathematical and statistical methods, as well as procedures related to the activity of experts in the process of making a specific decision and processing the information necessary for its implementation when the reliability of the assessment is guaranteed under the coordinated actions of experts systematic implementation is important;

sixth, the above-mentioned methods of reducing the level of risk have their own advantages and disadvantages. The choice of specific assessment methods is determined by the availability of a suitable data base and other factors. On the other hand, in practice, it is recommended to use the most suitable combination of instruments for a specific subject and it is required to take into account its relevance to the industry and the directions of activity.

In conclusion, it can be noted that systematic application of risk assessment methods, modern methods of financial risk assessment based on the mutual coordination of some methods with others, in particular, in the case of Uzbekistan's insurance organizations, is a factor in the formation of a conceptual approach to the management of activities (financial operations).
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